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Abstract 
Iconographical description is an essential prerequisite for biographical 

studies of artists.  Observation shows that making a critical description of 

iconographic features of a work of art has been a difficult academic work 

for the Nigerian College trained artists. This world view has adversely 

affected the Nigerian college trained artists particularly the art history 

scholars in carrying out adequate biographical studies of Nigerian artists. 

Every work of art is iconographical.  Iconographical is adjective of 

iconography. Artist use iconography in expressing emotions, feelings, 

thoughts, ideas, and experiences in art, it is also used in disseminating 

information, and educating the public on cultural specifics and other vital 

issues of the society.  So also does it serve as a parameter of deciding and 

or accessing meanings from works of art. There is no doubt that any 

proper iconographical description will reflect meaning, creative style, and 

techniques of the art production. It will also enhance the patronage of the 

products. This study seeks to direct scholarship to how iconographical 

descriptions are made in art historical research. The objective of this study 

is to subject Okwuosa’s creative paintings to critical analysis as to their 

forms and meanings. The aim of the study is to establish the iconographic 

features of Okwuosa’s creative paintings with the view of providing 

meaning, medium, creative styles, techniques, philosophy, theme and 

ideology of the works as components of data presentation in biographical 

studies. The findings are based on biographical survey of qualitative 
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research methods that adopts historical survey technique which relies on 

primary and secondary source of data collection, and research questions 

which tests the objective of the study.  It was established that Tobenna 

Okwuosa is an intellectual artist of the forth decade post Nigerian 

independence whose works are cultural artifacts that communicate a 

specific cultural life of a people to the public through symbols, and system 

of writing through pictures.  This paper therefore suggests that visual 

reading of Tobenna’s creative paintings is the way forward to describing 

iconographic features of works of art as data presentation in biographical 

analysis of qualitative research methods. 

 

Keywords:  Towards, Iconographical Description, Data presentation, 

Biographical Analysis of Qualitative Research.  

 

Introduction  

This issue of carrying out efficient and effective iconographical description 

in deciding and or accessing meanings from artworks is important in 

biographical studies and in sustaining our cultural heritage.  

Iconographical description is facing a drastic setback on its function of 

disseminating information and educating people through symbols, and 

system of writing through pictures as to the effect of the neglect of 

biographical studies of Nigerian artists, and the ignorant of the basic 

features and concept(s) that are considered in accessing meanings from 

works of art.  The influence of the sideline of biographical studies and 

improper iconographical descriptions of the works of the intellectual 

Nigerian artists on art history scholars is seriously affecting the study of the 

Nigerian college trained artists in their new creative ideas in terms of 

medium, techniques, and forms with particular reference to periods, styles, 

philosophy and themes behind their art productions.  

This study was motivated by the little or no knowledge of the fine arts 

scholars in describing artworks adequately as data presentation in art 

historical research. This paper therefore provides guidelines on describing 

the symbols and images of works of art for easy accessing of meanings from 

the works. Nieuwenhuis (2010) notes that qualitative data analysis is 
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usually based on an interpretative philosophy that aims at examining 

meaningful and symbolic content of qualitative data. Every qualitative 

researcher is free to interpret a specific phenomenon in his own perception 

of the phenomenon in terms of documentation. In this study therefore, the 

data gathered from the fieldwork were subjected to biographical, style, 

formal, contextual, and iconological analysis in descriptive summaries and 

other related observations. But analysis of the data here privileges 

contextual and iconological analysis. 

Contextual analysis sees works of art as generated from a particular aspect 

of need or condition of a person or events that must be clarified before it 

can be understood. It considers external influences in relationship to 

personal, social, or historical information that cannot be perceived by 

simply observing the work. Tobenna’s works of art are consisting of 

tangible and intangible visual elements that need to be clarified. This 

method of analysis therefore affords the researcher the opportunity to 

examine Tobenna’s creative ideology, and substantiates it to have based on 

restoration of universal peace, and reformation of ideas to solve human 

problems. 

Iconological analysis emphasizes identification, description, classification, 

and interpretation of forms, symbols and themes in visual arts. Erwin 

Panofsky (1892-1968) advocates that it is a viable approach to studying the 

content and meanings of art works that is primarily aimed at classifying 

and establishing dates including other necessary fundamental knowledge 

concerning artworks. 

In this study therefore, Tobenna’s works are objects of visual 

communication that needs to be interpreted to the public. For this reason, 

the researcher applies this theory to confront the issue of identifying 

Tobenna’s forms, and meaning. (Elenwo, 2019). 

 

Conceptual Clarification: 

Towards is described in Webster’s Dictionary as tending to result in or 

likely to achieve something. From the meaning above, towards as used in 
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this study is the act of directing ideas and effort to achieving proper 

iconographical descriptions from works of art.  Iconographical description 

simply refers to explaining the pictorial elements of an artwork. This 

definition evolved by exploring the dictionary meanings of iconographical 

and description in relation to analysis. Iconographical in the dictionary 

named above is the adjective of iconography defined as the science of the 

description and study of paintings, sculptures, portraits, busts, statues, 

emblems, and symbolism.   

Egonwa (2012) defines iconography as the use of images to write.  Ohuoba 

(2013) concur with the ideas above that iconography is the study of subject 

matter in art, being the meaning of the figures that an artist chooses to 

portray in a work of art.  Iconographical therefore is the ability of studying 

the symbols or images in a piece of art.  While description as viewed by 

Hornby (2010) is a piece of writing or speech that says what somebody or 

something is like.  Data Presentation is the analysis of the data collected 

from fieldwork in descriptive summaries and other related observations. 

While Biographical analysis of qualitative research refers to the act of 

providing the details and accurate account of a person’s life activities in 

whole or part through a systematic procedure of documentation-based on 

in-depth and unstructured interview or semi-structured interview or 

personal documents.  

 

Theoretical Framework  

This study is guided by two theories, psychoanalysis, and 

professionalism.  The theory of psychoanalysis proposes that creativity 

wells up from unconscious drivers meaning that creativity is a by-product 

of primary processes. The theory also suggests to the future artist to 

disassociate with real objectives and falls in love with the worlds as a 

whole (Samuels and Samuels, 1975). The theory of professionalism 

explains the relationship between professional groups, theoretical 

knowledge and the possibilities for practicitoners to exclusively apply 

such knowledge within their professional practice (MacDonald, 1995). 
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The theory contains that painting is a mode of creative expression, and 

the forms are numerous. It can be naturalists and representational but 

loaded with narrative content, symbols, emotion and politics.  The theory 

is more effective problem solving as it makes for more effective 

innovations, makes for financial rewards, and also makes for ethical 

conduct.  

These theories enabled the researcher to make psychological enquiry 

about Tobenna’s creative works, and carried out visual readings on the 

paintings, and established meanings from the works. 

 

Meanings from Okwuosa’s Creative Works  

The meanings that are accessible from Tobenna’s creative paintings 

begins from the philosophical concepts that he evolved in his search for 

creative identity. This philosophical concepts were explained in the visual 

readings of his paintings as thus;  

Okwuosa explored through the popular technique of “ink and oil colour 

painting”, and evolved his philosophy of Afrocentricism. He describes 

this philosophy as the recognition of African cultural practices in 

opposition to western cultural influences. With the philosophy, he 

produced works that reflect indigenous motifs whose aim is the 

promotion of Nigerian arts that is African in inspiration, as shown in the 

work, “A dancer (1997)”executed in ink, and paper. This work (plate 19) is 

a representation of a lady dressed in Igbo ladies dancers’ costumes. The 

costumes include a scarf, a necklace, earrings, bangles, and breast tube. 

There are specific symbols expressed in silhouette. Other designs and 

forms of social ornament from Igbo traditional cultural practices are 

contained in the work. The painting is monochromatic.  

His mixed media scroll painting technique was evolved in the search for 

its creative identity. He describes it as a technique which he evolved in 

alternative to the high cost of a painter’s canvases. These art works were 

produced in leatherette material. Works produced in this material are 

quite portable. They can be rolled and re-rolled simultaneously. Using his 
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media scroll painting technique, he produced works that reflect his 

educational experiences as shown in the work, negative western influences 

and the philosophy of Afrocentricism.  

On plate 25 with the title negative western influences (1999), the painter 

seem to conceived of Afrocentricism as an interrogation of western 

negative influences on Africa, particularly Nigeria. He opts for creative 

irony and parody in dealing with this subject matter. In the painting is an 

anthropomorphic image probably a rendering of Europe as a creature of 

devastation that acts like a virus, destroying while profiting at the same 

time. The monster-like face seems to represent a creature of despoliation 

lacking human qualities yet displaced by a monster visage. The long neck 

may represent an economic pipe in which he drains Africa through 

economic manipulations. The neck is like a tunnel in which western 

material goods are transported to Africa, with profit made, and leaving 

behind negative influences that undermine the African image with no 

identity. The body of the creature is consists of planar abstractions, 

possibly represent the creature’s dress.  

Beyond this, the artist has also explored through his philosophy of 

Afrocentricism, works that reflect the symbols and designs and other 

forms of social ornament from the Igbo Mbari Architecture as shown in 

plates 35. The work reflect moral leadership qualities acceptable by some 

priests. For example, plate 29 with the title, chastity (2000-2001), executed 

in oil on canvas, is a semi abstract representation of an African woman 

dressed in African attire. Her head is covered with a piece of wrapper. 

Her body is in “Booba” dress, and wrapper. Another piece of wrapper is 

on her shoulder. She is wearing bangles, earrings, and necklace. She holds 

a big bag with specific symbol designs on it. Other geometric forms and 

designs are used as the background. Blue, green and pink colors are the 

dominant colors in the painting. The artist also recognizes the social 

upheaval in Nigeria that has resulted in social balkanization. The artist is 

of the view that only women can provide the solution to this problem by 

guiding their children in the way of the Supreme Being as their earthly 
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guide. He basis this on the simple argument that women possess special 

mental and spiritual powers with which they handle things or problems 

that seem impossible to the men. For this reason, the artists sought out a 

way of restoring peace through spirituality in his paintings.  

The result of this is that some of his works are based on his creative 

concepts of motherhood and femininity. He sees this as a good example 

of manifestation of his philosophy of Afrocentricism. Plates 39 and 47 

provide visual models for understanding this creative theme. Plate 39 

shows the sterilized composition of a mother curdling her baby and 

wearing Igbo body adornment items such as ivory bands and her hair 

dress ornamented with the penny currency. The title of work is affection 

(2002), oil on canvas.  

Plate 47 has the title, “Three fertility deities” (2005), oil on canvas. Here 

the artist depicts their womanhood. This is a symmetric composition that 

introduces elements of spirituality in the three figures.  

Plate 47 has the title, three fertility deities (2005), all in their silhouetted hair 

styles, body painting along their bellies, on one female figure and along 

the shoulders for the other female figures. The figure seems a little 

attenuated. Their frontal postures are iconic, which is why they are 

rendered as three fertility deities. All these works have metaphorical 

undertones, a fact that underscores again the artist’s philosophy of 

Afrocentricism. Thus, from the above data, one can see that all the 

paintings touch on many aspects of African identity, including western 

negative influences. In his continued use of his mix media scroll painting 

technique, he produced works that reflect the intensification of his 

practice of Bhakti Yogi- Spiritual Law, goodwill and justice for all men as 

shown in the work, discussion for four and the philosophy of 

Afrocentricism.  

On plate 48 with the title discussion for four (2006), executed in acrylic, 

leatherette, twine, and wood media, the artist exploits lines, shapes, and 

sewing as compositional elements. The painting consists of large and tiny 

dots, upward swirls, radiating lines, angles, and conflicting diagonals. In 
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the painting, the use of silhouette as a narrative technique is also obvious. 

So also does other similar compositional techniques are found in his 

works. In plate 50, with the title, fragmented history, (2006-07) executed 

in the same media of acrylic, leatherette, twine, and wood, the painting 

depicts the coupling of fragmented specific symbols through stitching 

process. (Elenwo, 2019).  

On plate 63, we see a painting titled, against all odds, (2006-2008), and 

executed in acrylic, leatherette, twine, and wood. This painting was 

produced in the technique of mix media scroll painting and philosophy 

of soulcentricism. The artist describes soulcentricism as an art and life 

philosophy that addresses the mind and body by the practice of the 

culture of the soul. Works in this philosophy reflect the soul 

consciousness of the artist which extends to man in general. These works 

are based on the artist’s creative concept of reincarnation which he 

describes as the cyclic nature of natural events. Against all odds is a glass 

frame, partitioned into two sections; the upper and lower sections. The 

upper section is larger than the lower section. The upper section has four 

equal parts while the lower section has a centre opening. The various 

parts are transparent and reflective. There are pictorial lines of angles, 

conflicting diagonals, and specific symbols on each part of the glass. The 

lines are made in yellow, black, white, red and blue colours. The painting 

is bright. Compositional elements and dull background are also used in 

other similar works. 

Plate 67 titled Revelation through the inner eyes; (2007-08) executed in mix 

media scroll painting, and philosophy of soulcentricism, and in the same 

medium of acrylic, leatherette, twine, and wood, is also a glass frame 

partitioned into six equal parts. In each of the parts is a panted motif, 

probably a cycle to the producer. The motifs are joined to form the design 

and depend on the technique of knitting lines of different kinds. The first 

layer of the frame consists of expanding spheres with pictorial 

representation of an eye. In the second layer are angles, conflicting 

diagonals, and fragments of the symbols of ancient West African texts, 
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while the third layer is of two pieces of wide fabrics with an eye motif on 

each of it. Horizontal lines are made at the background, and the painting 

is polychromatic. The same pictorial technique of partitioned picture 

plane is used in the painting titled, the Lord’s Prayer in Bamum scripts, 

(2007-08), all of scroll painting. A variation of this is found in similar 

paintings. 

Plate 72 titled, another beginning (2008), is a ground plan of a house. Its 

lines are rendered in dull colouring black. It shows a bed room, a sitting 

room, three verandas, and eleven entrances and exits .These 

specifications are in different sizes. The rooms have windows. The 

window of the bed room is larger than that of the sitting room. It is 

covered with a fabric of old design that is likened to his work titled 

“Olichalu Oku”  the Igbo maiden masquerade costumes of blue, white, 

green, red and black colours. The fabric was stitched to the window. 

Angle lines of specific symbols are hung on the wall of the sitting room. 

The painting has yellowish background. Plate73 with the title, Up in the 

sky and down below (2008), all on scroll painting, depicts a horizontal, a 

vertical, and square lines. The vertical line is drawn to almost the centre 

of the picture plane, while the horizontal line is drawn close to the vertical 

line. The lines are pieces of fabric of different designs and colours stitched 

together. The vertical line is lower than the horizontal line. One of the 

square lines is placed higher than others and is based at the same level 

with the horizontal line. The square lines are built in the form of a mat at 

the centre of the picture plane. The fabric was designed in blue, red, and 

black colours .No image was placed at the foreground. The painting has 

slight blue background. 

Again, the artist explored through his philosophy of soulcentricism, 

works that reflect issues of Nigeria’s oil pipe lines as shown in the work, 

the deluge (2010). The deluge in Plate 75 was executed in acrylic on a 

canvas textured paper. It is a pictorial representation of water with 

unnamed items floating on it. Fishes expressed in abstract forms seem to 

be swimming in different areas of the water. Spills of blood are also found 
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in it. Light blue colour is applied as reflection of light on the water. The 

background of the painting is muted. Other works in this philosophy and 

theme are found among his paintings. Plate 76 with the title, ogoni11, 

(2010), was executed in acrylic on a canvas textured paper. It is a painting 

of three human heads in a juxtaposed layout. They are of different sizes. 

The biggest is adorned with a style of hair dress, while the other two wear 

a skin cut hair style. The heads are mounted on a pedestal, and face 

different directions. They are also differentiated with blush, yellowish 

and brownish colours. The faces are expressed like masks. The mouth of 

the big face is triangular in shape, while the others are circle shaped. Their 

eyes are painted white, and appear to have reading glasses on them. The 

background of the work is muted.  

Plate 77 with the title, Greed will kill the beast (2010), also executed in acrylic 

on canvas textured paper, depicts a wild animal with a human face. The 

animal has curved horns and spiral shaped tail. It wears an inscribed 

chieftaincy, blue cap and Nigerian Army camouflage dress. White stripes 

are used in demarcating its feet and the cap from the head. The feet are 

large and flat miniature silhouettes of human images behind the wild 

animal. Uncountable numbers of human skulls are shown at the 

foreground with a circle made on the animal’s jaw. A dot with designs of 

different colours is made between the animal’s jaw, and the belly. There 

is a moon light on the top left of the painting. 

Plate 78 with the title, Ogoni 111 (2010), of the same medium is a portrait 

of a man. There are wrinkles on the face. The eyes are looking sideways. 

The mouth is open and the teeth are seen. The neck is long. The body is 

in a yellow shirt. The hand is surrounded by six guns pointed at it. Four 

are pointed to the right side of the head, while two are pointed to the left 

side of the head. Plate 79 with the title, songs from underground (for NANS 

at 10) (2010), and executed in acrylic on canvas textured paper, show five 

hands with folded palms. The hands are stretched from a scarf-fold. An 

abstract representation of a graduate in convocation gown spilling blood 
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through the gown is found in the work. Inscriptions and other designs are 

made at the background.  

Plate 80 with the title, the pipes war 1 (2010), executed in acrylic on canvas 

textured paper, depicts a pipe lying horizontally with three vertical pipe 

joints. Nine matching stick representation of human figures are hung on 

the pipe. Hands with open palms are shown on the black background. 

Pink and black colours with indefinite horizontal blue stripe constitute 

the background. The pipes and the hanging human figures are on the 

pink side of the background.  

Plate 81 with the title, women drying tapioca (the pipes war) (2010), executed 

in acrylic on canvas textured paper, are women spreading pieces of white 

items on the ground. They are performing this activity in different 

positions of a line. One of them is sited and backing others. There is a 

flame coming out from a big pipe. The sited woman seems to be looking 

at the flame. A white dot surrounded by small dots is found at the top of 

the painting.  Plate 82 to 86 with the titles, Jesse 1 (2010), odi 1 (2010), Jesse 

11 (2010), home land (2010) and the pipes war 11 (2010), are executed on 

acrylic on canvas textured paper. Plates 82 and 83 reflect a bush. 

Inscriptions of Jesse, Odi flattened, and there’s no people called Odi, 

among other inscriptions are shown on the paintings. So also does plate 

84 and 85, reflects flame and burnt items including human beings. Skulls 

are found, and inscriptions of Jesse and death by hunger or fire are 

contained in the painting.  

Plate 86 with the title, the pipes war 11, reflects the connected crude oil 

pipes in some communities in Nigeria. The pipes are laid in the bush. 

There are inscriptions of “the pipes war”, “can anyone think of the Niger 

Delta and not feel an ache in his heart”, among other inscriptions. Plates 

87 and 88 with the title, papa priyi (Odi, 2010), of the philosophy, and 

production technique in plates 75 to 86 reflect spirits. The painting shows 

three human heads and bodies in abstract forms. One is a woman while 

two are men. The “Papa Priyi” in plate 88 is an old man with gray hair. 

There are illegible inscriptions in the painting. The artist also explored 
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through his philosophy of Soulcentricism, and mixed media painting 

technique, and in his medium of enamel, leatherette, plywood, and 

marker and produced works that reflect “modernity (new ways of doing 

things) which he describes as “modern design of cities in Nigeria”.  

Plate 89 among others are examples of such works. The works are titled, 

city scape and the tricycle (2013), stop, get ready, Go, (2014), the 3 don’ts (2014), 

density and movement (2014), BRT Bus Only (2014), the new urban signage 

(2015), texts and forms (2015), and a city in flux (2015). These works are 

produced with specific symbols and forms of road signs, and English 

texts. Such forms and symbols include keke, motorcycle, arrows, and 

circles among others. He refers to these art works as “urban spaces and 

the changes”.  

Finally, in his philosophy of soulcentricism, and mixed media painting 

technique, and in the medium of oil, acrylic, photographs and marker on 

canvas, he produced the work in plate 98 that reflects the interpretation 

of the first stanza of Biafra anthem. The painting is a squatting soldier. 

His right hand is stretched and pointing to his front. He has his gun in 

between his legs. There are specific symbols, and an inscription, “military 

zone, keep off”. 

In all these discussion, one can deduce something of how an artist creative 

works reflect his creative philosophy, understanding of diverse media 

and their application, especially when such have Afrocentric, and 

Soulcentric content, and the fact that the artist is fully conscious of his 

creative individualism. (Elenwo, 2019). 

Axiomatically, works of art are better understood when their meanings 

are provided through interpretation of the medium, techniques, and form 

with particular reference to periods, styles, philosophy, and themes 

behind their production. Hornby (2010) defines meaning as “the ideas 

that a writer or an artist wishes to communicate through a book or 

painting. He defines accessible as “easy to understand”. Creative works 

are produced with the use of skill and imagination. These ideas agree 

with the theory of iconography that seeks to reveal the meaning of works 
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of art, rather than their form.  Iconography recognizes any work of art as 

a cultural artifact that speaks to the public through its visual language. 

This language is spoken through the symbolic codes, or a system of 

writing through pictures that is contained in the work. 

Tobenna’s works are cultural artifacts that communicate a specific cultural 

life of a people to the public through symbols, and system of writing 

through pictures. Iconographic analysis which deals with identification, 

description, classification and interpretation of forms, symbols, and themes 

in visual arts was used in studying the content and meanings of Tobenna’s 

works in terms of identifying and describing them including other essential 

information about the artworks. Therefore iconographical analysis has been 

used by the researcher to decide the meanings of Tobenna’s creative works. 

Twenty nine creative works of Tobenna were described in this study and 

include: 
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OKWUOSA’S CREATIVE WORKS 

 
                                                          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plate 19: A dancer, 1997, ink on paper 13x38.5cm. 

Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of The Artist) 
Plate 25: Negative Western Influence, 1999, oil 

on canvas, 

66cm x 116.5cm   Source: Okwuosa T. 
(Collection of The Artist) 

Plate 35: Leading by example, 2002 Acrylic, 

leatherette & wood, 41x42cm 

Source: Okwuosa T. (2003, An Exhibition of 

Scroll Paintings : 

Motherhood, Femininity, and Values) 

 

Plate 39: Affection, 2002, oil on 

canvas, 101 5x70cm 

Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of The 

Artist) 

Plate 47: Three fertility deities, 2005, 

oil on canvas, 122x91.5cm  

Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of The 

Artist) 

 

Plate 29: chastity, 2000-2001, Oil Canvas  

Source Okwuosa T. (2002, Vibration of 

Life- A joint Exhibition of Paintings)  
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Plate 48: Discussion for four, 2006, Acrylic, 

Leatherette, twine, 

Abura wood, 97x92cm,   Rahman Akar 

collection. 

Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of The 

Artist) 

 

Plate 50: Fragmented history, 20006-07 Acrylic, 

Leatherette,  

Twine, Abura wood , 97x92cm Source: Okwuosa T. 

(Collection of The Artist) 

 

Plate 63:Against all odds, Reincarnation series, 

2006-2008, 

Acrylic, leatherette, twine and Abura wood, 

133x75cm Source: 

Okwuosa T. (2008, An Exhibition of Scroll 

Paintings) 

 

Plate 67:Revelation through the inner Eyes, 

reincarnation series,  

2007-08  Acrylic, leatherette twine Abura 

wood, 133x75cm  

Source:  Okwuosa T. (2008, An Exhibition 

of Scroll Paintings) 

 

Plate 72: Another beginning II, reincarnation 

series, 2008,  acrylic, leatherette,  twine, 
Abura wood, 113x84cm  

Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of The 

Artist) 
 

Plate 73: Up in the sky and down below, 

reincarnation  

series, 2008,   Acrylic, leatherette, twine and 

Abura wood 
Source: Okwuosa T. (2008, An Exhibition 
of  

Scroll Paintings) 
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Plate 75: The deluge (22 April 1990), 

16x12c Acrylic on canvas texture paper, 

2010  

Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of The 

Artist) 

 

Plate 76: Ogoni II, 16x12,  

Acrylic on canvas texture paper 2010 

Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of The 

Artist) 

 

 

Plate 77: Greed will kill the beast 2010, 

Acrylic on canvas textured paper, 16x12 

inches 

Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of The 

Artist) 

 

Plate 78: Ogoni III, 16x12cm, 

Acrylic on canvas textured paper, 

2010 

Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of  

The Artist) 

 

Plate 79: Songs from underground 

(for NANS at 10), 

16x12cm   Acrylic on canvas 

textured paper, 2010 

Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of 

The Artist) 

 

Plate 80: The pipes war I, 16x12cm, 

Acrylic on canvas textured paper, 2010 

Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of The 

Artist) 
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Plate 81: Woman drying tapioca (the pipes war), 

16x12cm, 2010, Acrylic on canvas textured 

paper  

Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of The Artist  

Plate 82: Jese I 16x12cm, 2010 Acrylic 

on canvas texture paper    Source: 

Okwuosa T (Collection of The Artist   

Plate 83: Home land, 16x12cm, 2010, 

Acrylic on canvas texture paper   Source: 

Okwuosa T. (Collection .of The Artist) 

Plate 84: The pipes war 11, 16x12cm, 2010  

Acrylic on canvas textured paper 

Source:Okwuosa T. (Collection of the Artist) 

Plate 85: Odi I, 16x12cm, 2010 Acrylic 

on textured paper 

Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of The 

Artist) 

 

 

Plate 86: Jese II 16x12cm, 2010, Acrylic on 

canvas  

textured paper Source: Okwuosa T. 

(Collection of The Artist) 
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Plate 87: Untitled 16x12cm Acrylic on  

canvas textured paper 2010 Source: Okwuosa  

T. (Collection of The Artist) 

 

 

Plate 88: Papa piriye (odi) 16x12cm, 

Acrylic on  

Canvas textured paper, 2010  Source: 

Okwuosa T. 

(Collection of The Artist) 

 

 

Plate 89: Okwuosa Tobenna, (2013), City 

scape and Tricycle,  

Enamel, Leatherette and plywood 9 panels, 

each 153/4 x153/4 

 Source: Okwuosa’s Ph.D. Art Exhibition 

catalogue (2017),  

Visual Dialectics of Texts and Forms on 

Recent Changes in Urban Spaces.   

 

Plate 95: Okwuosa Tobenna (2015).  The New Face 

Of  Lagos, Enamel on plywood ,5 panels each 153/4  

X153/4 cm. source: Okwuosa’s PhD. Art Exhibition catalogue 

(2017), visual Dialectics of Texts and Form on Recent  

Changes in Urban Spaces. 
 

Plate 98: Okwuosa Tobenna (2016), Land of the rising 

sun, we love and cherish, beloved homeland of our 

brave heroes; we must defend our lives or we perish, 

We shall protect our hearth from all our foes; but if the 

price is death for all we hold dear, Then let us die 

without a shred of fear. Oil, acrylic, photographs, and 

marker on canvas 

173 x 122 cm Source: Okwuosa T. (Collection of The 

Artist) 
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Conclusion 

This study towards iconographical description that is linked to Okwuosa’s 

creative painting provides information on the basis of accessing meanings 

from works of art. 

It provides guidelines on the readings of symbols and images in works of 

art for the formation of efficient and effective data presentation in 

biographical analysis of qualitative research methods. So also does it 

provide guidelines on achieving insightful biography of Nigerian artists. 

The study educates people on the usefulness of symbols and pictures in 

disseminating information to the public. And it serves as a spring board for 

further biographical analysis of Nigerian artists. 
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